Wegmans strongly encourages our suppliers to utilize EDI transactions to help ensure effective and accurate communication. The appropriate EDI transactions for each supplier are determined based on replenishment type and flow path.

**Wegmans Flow Paths and Related EDI Transactions**

- Warehouse EDI Transactions: 875,856,880 (UCS)
- Quick Response EDI Transactions: 850,856,810 (x12)
- DSD (UCC128) EDI Transactions: 850,856,810 (x12)
- Please contact [EFTmail@Wegmans.com](mailto:EFTmail@Wegmans.com) to setup automated ACH/EFT payments with Wegmans
- The first step in ensuring successful EDI transactions is to verify data alignment (UPC, GTIN, COST, CASE PACK). Refer to the Data Sync section for more information. [Wegmans-Data-Synchronization.pdf](mailto:Wegmans-Data-Synchronization.pdf)
- Once your data is aligned and you are ready to proceed with EDI at Wegmans, please complete an EDI Request Form [For Our Suppliers - Wegmans](mailto:For Our Suppliers - Wegmans) and submit to the Wegmans Replenishment Team.
- Once approved, you will be sent a link to the Wegmans/Opentext testing website (NCM) to begin the certification process
- If you have any pre-NCM testing questions – contact Neysa Cross, EDI Coordinator [B2BEDI@Wegmans.com](mailto:B2BEDI@Wegmans.com)
- Upon enrollment in the NCM, test application please utilize the FAQ or on-line support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Send</th>
<th>Receive</th>
<th>TEST / PRODUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISA Sender/Receiver Qualifier: ISA05</td>
<td>ISA07</td>
<td>Test Qual: ZZ  Production Qual: 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Sender/Receiver ID: ISA06</td>
<td>ISA08</td>
<td>Test ID: WEGNCMUCS Prod ID: 9264830001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS Sender/Receiver Code: GS02</td>
<td>GS03</td>
<td>Test GS: WEGNCMUCS Prod GS: 7164297951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Indicator</td>
<td>ISA 15</td>
<td>P’ = Production Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Party Network (VAN)</td>
<td>GXS/OpenText</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duns #: 059650069 XXXX</td>
<td>EX: Where XXXX = 0102-GM; 0106 = Grocery Rochester; 0109 = Rochester Produce; 0150 = Rochester Perishables; 0191 = RSC Perishables; 0194 = Grocery HDC; 0193 = Grocery RSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation Software: GXS/OpenText</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VMI: Wegmans is encouraging our VMI suppliers to use Electronic Data Exchange (EDI) in place of faxed sales/promotional logic.

VMI Warehouse EDI Transactions: 852, 855, 856, 880 (UCS)

Wegmans Purchase Order Number Configuration
• Please note that the first two digits of Wegmans PO numbers correspond to the week number, beginning “01” to “52”
• The remaining 4 digits are specifically assigned to each vendor and must fit within your assigned sequence to prevent any EDI issues.

Enhanced EDI for Sales Logic (EDI 852)
• Wegmans transmits sales/promotional logic to vendors every Monday, via the EDI 852
• Please contact Neysa Cross, EDI Coordinator at B2BEDI@Wegmans.com for detailed information on how to gain access to this EDI feed.
Quick Response Process Flow

1. Ordered quantities are generated directly from a Wegmans Store through either CAO (Computer Assisted Ordering) or by the Wegmans’ Replenishment Team.
2. Wegmans’ Replenishment Systems generates an EDI 850 Purchase Order.
3. At time of Shipment, the Supplier will send an EDI 856 Advanced Shipment Notification to Wegmans prior to its arrival.
4. Upon arrival, trailer is docked at a Wegmans DC. The Wegmans’ Warehouse systems will direct the accurate movement of product to the destination stores.
5. The supplier invoices Wegmans using standard EDI 880 Invoice format.

* Contact Wegmans EDI Coordinator at B2BEDI@Wegmans.com for mapping specifics.

Shipping Requirements

- Pallets configured as “Store-ready” for Cross-Docking, pallets should be organized and tagged appropriately to ensure timely & safe handling of product within a Wegmans DC.
- If ordered quantities do not assemble into a full 72 cube pallet, it is acceptable for pallets to be “decked”, provided adequate labeling and product conditioning can still be met.
- Pallets destined for different Stores should each have their own Pallet Label (seen here) and be separated by a pallet.
- Pallets should be marked as “mixed product” to ensure proper segregation at a Wegmans DC.
- See Pallet Labeling Requirements document for further information.
Quick Response Program Specifications

- Transaction sets 810, 850 and 856 will be formatted in a single transaction including all stores and their respective items.
- We cannot accept shipper or assortment packs (single sku with multiple UPC's).
- Purchase orders will be transmitted with retail (EU) or case UPC (UP)
- QR cannot accept minimums of any kind
- Pre-paid freight (UPS/Fed Ex not applicable - Carrier must be able to set delivery appointment)
- No Backorders Accepted

Operational Requirements

- Include BOL with shipment stating the total number of cases and total pallets shipped for the entire PO
- Provide a packing slip showing the number of cases shipped by store
- Customized container labels – Store # Font size must be 100 or greater (see below)
- Guarantee shipment and delivery of product on pre-set days
- Pick/pack and palletize in numerical store order (see below)
An Introduction to the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) (gs1us.org)

Wegmans prefers the use of a GS1-128 Hybrid Pallet Label. Hybrid pallet labels include:

- 18-digit SSCC barcode
- GS1-128 barcode with applicable Application Identifiers
- Human-readable details are required if pallet is store ready

**Warehouse Shipments**

- Wegmans leverages SSCC pallet labels to facilitate the inbound process
- An SSCC Pallet Label (Serialized Shipping Container Code) is an Industry Standard & GS1 approved method of communicating contents of a specific pallet of product
- There should be two SSCC labels clearly visible and affixed on the front and side of the pallet, with the label on the top third of the pallet.
- Pallets should be organized and tagged appropriately to ensure timely & safe product handling within a Wegmans DC
- If quantities do not assemble into a full 72 cube pallet, it is acceptable to “deck”, provided adequate labeling and product conditioning are met
- Pallets with multiple items should:
  - Be marked as “**Mixed Pallet**” to ensure proper segregation at a Wegmans DC
  - Be separated by a pallet to facilitate efficient depalletizing
  - Each item have its own SSCC Pallet Label

Wegmans leverages SSCC pallet labels to facilitate the inbound process. An SSCC Pallet Label (Serialized Shipping Container Code) is an Industry Standard & GS1 approved method of communicating contents of a specific pallet of product. There should be two SSCC labels clearly visible and affixed on the front and side of the pallet, with the label on the top third of the pallet. Pallets should be organized and tagged appropriately to ensure timely & safe product handling within a Wegmans DC. If quantities do not assemble into a full 72 cube pallet, it is acceptable to “deck”, provided adequate labeling and product conditioning are met. Pallets with multiple items should:

- Be marked as “**Mixed Pallet**” to ensure proper segregation at a Wegmans DC
- Be separated by a pallet to facilitate efficient depalletizing
- Each item have its own SSCC Pallet Label